The differences in the vibrational spectra of a condensed matter between inelastic neutron scattering and photon scattering originate from the different corresponding interaction mechanisms. However, investigators used to ignore them due to difficulties to analyse theoretically. Herein, we devise an approach to link neutron scattering with photon scattering experiments by computing simulation methods and shed light on new physical insights for the assignments of crystalline materials. By using the first-principles method based on density functional theory (DFT), the vibrational spectrum of ice VIII is investigated. Comparisons between the computing vibration modes and the experimental data of ice VIII, i.e., Raman and neutron scattering data, mutually validate the reliability. The assignments of the dynamic process of 33 normal modes at the Brillouin zone (BZ) center are precisely illustrated from the vibrational analysis based on CASTEP code. The physical insights for special vibration modes are discussed individually as well as in terms of the correlated peak from neutron and Raman scattering.
Introduction
Water is one of the essential materials for natural processes and the evolution of humans.
1 Ice, the solid state of water, has been found in the form of more than 17 different crystalline and amorphous structures under certain pressures and temperatures. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] Recently, Huang et al. theoretically predicted a new phase of ice under negative pressure, s-III, which possesses an ultralow density of 0.593 g cm À3 . 12 All of the condensed states consist of a three-dimensional network of hydrogen bonds (Hbonds), 13 which pack the water molecules by connecting the hydrogen and the neighboring oxygen atoms. The H-bonds with various behaviors predominate over the interaction between H 2 O molecules. Consequently, the accuracy of the H-bonds calculation is pivotal in the validity of our work. In this work, the structure of ice VIII is entirely hydrogen-ordered without Hbond distortion even though it is a high-pressure phase, 14 which veries the feasibility of our simulations.
Ice VII, rst discovered by Bridgman, is a stable form of ice existing above the pressure of 22 kbar at room temperature. 15 It is widely accepted that the orientations of hydrogens are disordered in ice VII, which leads to a reasonable prediction that an ordered structure of an ice crystal corresponding to ice VII could be detected at lower temperature. Based on the calculation of entropy change in the disorder-order transition, a transformation from VII to a new phase that is orientationally ordered should occur in the region of 0-20 C. 16 Using the opposed circular anvils, Whalley et al. determined a phase of ice (ice VIII) with a low dielectric constant transformed from ice VII below 0 C. 17 Numerous experiments by measuring the dielectric properties, 18 the IR absorption spectrum, 19 the Raman spectrum 20, 21 and the neutron diffraction pattern 5 to demonstrate the transition between ice VII and ice VIII have been reported. Some interesting phase transitions of ice VIII (and VII) induced by changes in pressure and temperature have been detected by experiments. Infrared evidences show a transformation of ice VIII and VII above 60 GPa to ice X, 22, 23 of which hydrogen atoms are equally spaced and bonded between the oxygen atoms. The spectrum analysis of ice VIII is of signicant value with regard to this symmetry transition under high pressure. And it is discovered that ice VIII transfers to low density amorphous ice (LDA) about 125 K upon heating at ambient pressure using X-ray diffraction. 24 Raman experiment veries this transformation as Yoshimura et al. nd a clear LDA transition above 120 K.
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The structure of ice VIII consists of two cubic ice Ic lattices opposed interpenetrating with each other. There are four H 2 O molecules in one primitive cell of ice VIII with the space symmetry I4 1 /amd. Measurements of the vibrational spectrum of ice VIII have been studied in the past.
14,26-29 However, some of the assignments in ice VIII vibrational spectrum remain tentative and phenomenal due to difficulties to analyse theoretically. By using the CASTEP code, a rst-principles DFT method, we develop a new approach to theoretically investigate the lattice vibrations of ice VIII. The outcomes of IR spectra simulation present the relationship between frequencies and vibration modes at the BZ center. Theoretically, the calculation of vibrational spectrum is based on harmonic approximately. Thus the vibration modes are called normal modes. The frequencies of normal modes could be illustrated from the dispersion relationship and the phonon density of states (PDOS) could be integrated by the normal modes throughout the whole reduced BZ. The computational results are veried with neutron scattering and photon scattering data in principle by: (1) the inelastic neutron scattering (INS) experiment is able to collect all phonon signals without selection. The data could be compared with the calculated PDOS; (2) the coupling of photons with phonons are more close to the center of BZ. So that, we could assign the peaks from photon scattering according to the frequencies of calculated normal modes. The differences between neutron scattering and photon scattering are originated from different interaction mechanisms. However, investigators used to ignore these differences because they are difficult to be analysed theoretically in the past. Herein, we setup a bridge linking neutron scattering with photon scattering by computing methods and shed light on their physical insights for the vibrational spectra assignments of condensed matter.
Computational methodology
Based on quantum mechanics DFT method, the code of CASTEP is used to perform the geometrical optimization and phonons calculation. 30 The XC function of GGA RPBE, 31 although produces a slight red-shi in the H-bonds but greater accuracy in the intra-molecular vibrations according to our test, 32 is chosen for this work. The energy and SCF tolerance should take the maximum values for phonon calculation. The energy cutoff is set at 1000 eV and the K-point mesh is 4 Â 4 Â 5 in the reduced BZ. The norm-conserving pseudopotentials are used to calculate the PDOS and the environmental pressure is set as 2.4 GPa.
Results and discussion
The simulated vibrational spectrum of ice VIII is shown in Fig. 1 with four separate vibration regions and the correlated data are listed in Table 1 . We compared the computing results with inelastic neutron scattering and Raman scattering data. The peaks come from Raman scattering corresponds to the frequencies of normal modes at Gamma point because the interactions between photons and phonons are restricted near the BZ center. Since the inelastic neutron scattering could collect all the phonon signals of lattice vibration, the experimental data could be compared with simulated spectrum integrated by PDOS (please nd more explanations from ref. 32 ). The vibration modes at the BZ center, i.e., at Gamma point, will be discussed specically as follows. As a primitive cell of ice VIII containing 12 atoms, there are 12 Â 3 À 3 ¼ 33 optical normal modes of lattice vibration, thus we could illustrate them in this paper individually.
The 8 intra-molecular stretching vibration modes are shown in Fig. 2 . We use A 1 , A 2 to label two molecules in one Ic lattice connecting with H-bond and B 1 , B 2 for the other. The le two molecules are the same to A 2 (right one) and B 1 (le one) in the Fig. 1 The simulated spectrum of ice VIII, a straight outcome from calculated phonon density of states. The four main bands named translation, libration, bending and stretching regions are illustrated from left to right. phase. In summary, compared with asymmetric stretching vibration, the modes of SS have lower vibration energy, except for the normal mode of 3480 cm À1 which has the highest frequency in the stretching region. It is also obvious that the Raman scattering provide more close peaks to be assigned special vibration modes according to computing results, while inelastic neutron scattering could verify the PDOS spectrum and is difficult to tell their physical insight for a specic peak. With respect to the intra-molecular bending region, there are only four normal modes as shown in Fig. 3 . We use '+' and 'À' to demonstrate whether the molecule is in-phase or out of phase with A 1 . For instance, A 1 bending. The in-phase vibration for all of the four molecules occurs in 1683 cm À1 , which is signicantly higher than literatures above. We are in doubt about the accuracy of the peak at 1346 cm À1 in Wong's Raman spectrum and his assignment, for he assigned this peak to be in-phase bending vibration.
In the inter-molecular libration band, there are 12 normal modes corresponding to 8 frequencies due to 4 degenerate states, which are illustrated in Fig. 4 in detail. All the molecule vibration modes could be classed in three types: rocking, twisting and wagging labeled as R, T, and W. Considering the mode of 903(1) cm À1 (ESI Video S3 †), A 1 and B 1 are rocking and, simultaneously, A 2 and B 2 are wagging. Additionally, some of the modes share the same labels, whereas the specic dynamic modes are different. The modes of frequencies at 502(2) cm À1 and 583(1) cm
À1
, for instance, are named with the same R(A 1 B 1 ) + W(A 2 B 2 ). As shown in ESI Video S4, † the hydrogens in one sublattice keep a distance with neighbors; while in S5, † the hydrogens in one sublattice are closing to neighbors dynamically.
Two typical sharp peaks in libration region are observed in INS spectrum.
14, 27 The frequencies of two distinct peaks are 443 cm À1 and 548 cm
. They are observed in our results at 503 cm
(PDOS)/502 cm À1 (normal modes) and 561 cm À1 (PDOS)/580 cm À1 (normal modes), with numbers of blueshi. They assigned the second strong peak to twisting among the four molecules. We verify this assignment exactly by rst-principles' outcomes. Interestingly, the Raman spectrum also shows two sharp peaks at frequencies of 494 cm À1 and 548 cm À1 . 26 Kolesnikov et al. considered that the peak at the frequency of 494 cm À1 in the Raman data represents a weak peak at 484 cm À1 instead of the sharp peak at 443 cm À1 in his neutron data. 27 He speculated that the vibration mode of the peak 443 cm À1 , which is the le sharp peak in our work, does not contribute to the Raman spectrum. We can conrm the speculation by computing outcomes. The frequency at 161 cm À1 emerges energy degeneration in the basin plane perpendicular to Z axis (C axis in the unit cell). The two vibration modes are skeleton deformation, which have the lowest energy without H-bond vibrating. In Fig. 5 , three vibration modes in the rst row indicate all of the molecules vibrate along X axis. In the lowest translational vibration region of ice, Whale et al. put forward a "rigid-network modes" to depict the relevant movement of two interpenetrating sublattice 
Conclusions
In summary, according to the discussion of simulated spectra of ice VIII, one can see that the PDOS peaks in our results are in accord with inelastic neutron scattering data, which manifest the validity of the simulation in this paper. The 33 normal modes at BZ center are designated concisely and are used for peak assignments mainly from Raman scattering experiment.
The main goals herein we achieved are: (1) presenting assignments for a vibration spectrum; (2) illustrating the special dynamic process and analyse their physical mechanism for a vibration mode; (3) pointing out the differences between neutron scattering and photon scattering. This combined method could not only present the physical insights for vibrational spectrum of crystalline material, but also gure out their differences between neutron scattering and photon scattering.
